Description

The Fire Alarm Box pedestal is designed primarily to support fire alarm boxes using underground cable routes. However, in locations where poles are not available, such as intersections, etc., this pedestal can be readily adapted to accept connections from overhead cable lines.

The following is a brief description of the PC-1 style.

PC-1 Use this style to support a fire alarm box only. This style has a metal top shelf with an upright section of the same size and shape as the fire alarm box.

Accessories

Box Indicating Lights

The PC-1 pedestal is arranged so that lighting conduits, each with a red lens and guard Model No. 47375, may be mounted over each fire alarm box.

A template is provided to arrange for the entrance of cables and to position the anchor bolts.

Sub-Plates

Use sub-plates for mounting inside the pedestal compartment upon which wire terminals and other devices are mounted.

For the PC-1 pedestal, use the standard sub-plates drilled and tapped.

Ordering Information

Pedestal and Accessories

Part Number Description

PC-1 Pedestal, for fire alarm style box only (includes sub-plate, template and anchor bolts)

Box indicating light

1/2" Nipple used with 47375

Sub-plate, standard, drilled and tapped

Template